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The Story
One day I took a serious look at the model of leadership out there. After
seeing much of mans example on leadership I needed to know more about heavens example on leading. Somehow I knew that heavens example will eliminate the
body count that mans example was leaving behind. There has to be a way of walking in leadership without getting caught up in mans example? Why is true leadership so hard to find?
So many questions were running through my mind that day, but that
evening I received a dream showing the anointing of heaven being watered down
through man's version. I saw a massive lineup of people who had amazing
stories bringing them all some type of fame. All the fame was based on them
being able to tell The Story, but it wasn't actually The Story. They were called to
tell The Story but it turned out to be their own story and it was their story that
brought them the different levels of fame for it was through the different
media's that their story found release, — which in tum brought them fame.
Many were touched by their story and it caused amazing response. The
many who responded also walked in their story instead of The Story. Heavens
version of The Story also causes a response but The Story was never designed for
numbers. It was designed to respond with a demonstration of heavenly power.
Those that walked in The Story did not allow themselves to be tainted with
their story even thou the line was thin. They chose the narrower way of just
telling The Story as it was without adding to it, — thus giving way for the greater
anointing where signs and wonders followed as they walked out The Story.
Those who told their own story did not completely learn how to let go of
self. As they tried to tell The Story, it actually became their own story, which in
tum led other people to express their own stories, and the cycle continued and the
line up just got bigger and bigger. In the dream the line up was massive,
absolutely huge.
What the dream was saying is that there are a lot of storytellers out there
and that bad leadership came from those who continually added to their story.
True leadership comes from those that actually live The Story.
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Mystery Revealed
My journey brought me into the presence of some powerful forces. While
in the midst of those forces I have identified who the absolute powerful one really is. And he's way ahead from the rest of the pack. That hidden piece of revelation was something I had to assemble all by myself.
As I witnessed those power demonstrations of healing, restoration,
redemption, along with the disarming of the demonic through the power of the
manifested prophetic word, — He, Jesus, has clearly shown me that He
absolutely is Lord, King, Savior and Redeemer.
That child tucked in swaddling clothes during that first Christmas, who
demonstrated resurrection power through that first Easter clearly showed me that He
is who He claims to be! The bizarre thing, — someone else claimed those very same
titles. That special someone appeared way before Jesus' time. That someone was the
very someone who appeared before Moses and came up with the original
commandments! He too makes His claim as Lord, King, Savior and Redeemer!
Obviously there can't be two of them!
When spending many a nights tearing both claims apart I came to an amazing conclusion. First of all there's no way that two claimants can claim the same
thing, absolutely no way, — unless the two are somehow related way beyond
father and son! And that was when the greatest mystery of all unraveled before
me. The ancient one of old was the same one that appeared two thousand years
ago in that manger. They are the same! God had manifested Himself in the
flesh! That's the only conclusion I can come up with!
That revelation made me realize that the Father just didn't have a special
Son to demonstrate perfection! He was more than a demonstration and he was
more than perfection! He was actually one of the originals that had his hands tied
up in the joint ownership of both heaven and earth! He was part of the original
governing body right from the beginning! Matter of fact, based on their own
discoveries, the early apostles also concluded that He, Jesus, was at the very
beginning taking an active roll in creation. It's a similar story with the Holy Spirit.
He too was more than a secret service agent or some rushing wind; He! Like the
other two, also played a vital part in joint ownership, for He too was part of the
original governing body.
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That revealing piece of revelation shrouded in mystery really put all the
other pieces together. It really gives a complete understanding behind the Ark of
the Covenant. It gave a greater understanding of what Jesus meant when He
said " I and my Father are one! " and " When you see me you see the Father !"
Also! If the salvation plan really was a covert operation to draw the
adversary into activating the ultimate sacrifice, then it had to be a mystery, and
because of that hidden mystery he, the adversary, without knowing, crucified the
Son thinking he was totally dismantling Gods plan from setting up a physical
kingdom, when in fact God was establishing a greater spiritual Kingdom which
was totally released by the sacrifice.
By his own cravings of wanting to rule the world, the adversary without
knowing ignited salvation. Which means Jesus did lay his life down for us. He did
allow himself to be crucified. And now that the salvation plan, along with eternity kicked into high gear, — it really was and forever will be the three of them ruling and reigning.
When all the mystery unraveled before me, all the evidence stared back
like two bugged eyes on a goldfish demanding some kind of a verdict! And to me
that verdict was; " Great is the mystery of godliness! God was manifested in the
flesh! " Then, I flipped open the bible and this is what I read; " Let us make man in
our image ", — there they are the three of them actively partaking in creation!

Packaging the Prophetic
The shaping of the prophetic voice has a lot to do with the packaging of the
word before the actual delivery takes place. A lot of that involves making sure
those personal issues, — hurts, resentments, bitterness and a many other possibilities do not end up in the package. If there is a lot of that in the package then there's
a good chance that the package is coming from strange origins. Whatever that origin is it's not good and it's giving the package a bit of a distortion. Especially when
the package looks like it's trying to straighten out everybody's problems, when it' s
going in that direction it's time to rethink the package before any delivery.
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What's happening is the package is carrying a lot of weird stuff and that
weird stuff is mixed in with heavens stuff. Now when I deliver that weird stuff, it usually gets ugly! People start to go into their closets searching for that
Louisville slugger. The amalgamation of all that stuff has a way of stirring up the
pot when there really is no need to stir up the pot any more than what heaven is
planning to stir up. After seeing the Louisville a few times I've learned that packaging the prophetic is important and that takes a bit of a learning curve. Counterfeit
packages are out there and I've seen many cowboys shooting off their prophetic
guns. But this only happens when identity of being that prophetic voice takes
precedence over that relationship with God. Strutting with your prophetic badge
will get us into all kinds of trouble. The prophetic voice really comes out of relationship. Anything outside of relationship means that the package should be
inspected. Once inspected, and it shows all the signs of being a carrier of weird
stuff, I usually postmark it, — “ Return to Sender ”.

Prophetic Grid
I have come to realize that prophetic revelation and prophetic intelligence
always has a way of appearing when the Kingdom of heaven is being defined before
us. I realize that many, if not most, have no true understanding on how this heavenly
Kingdom actually functions. The massive impact of this heavenly Kingdom was
realized when Jesus came and clearly stated that he was here to take care of his
Fathers business, and his Fathers Kingdom. If the adversary had known that the
Father placed his Kingdom here on earth through his Son he would not have
nailed Jesus to the cross, because the moment he did, the unleashing of that
Kingdom intensified.
When I first came into that spiritual Kingdom I was awestruck at the initial
heavenly impact, but as time went by my perspective of this Kingdom changed
from the rose garden that I once perceived. The heavenly Kingdom here on earth
started to look more like a battlefield. Through my own misguided conclusions I
found myself in a place where getting stomped on in the rose garden became a regular thing, and I wondered how it was even possible to be part of this heavenly
Kingdom and at the same time get absolutely stepped on. This new Kingdom
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was looking more like the place I came out of. So I did a bit of homework, and I
realized I had neglected to understand the corporate dynamics of this heavenly
Kingdom. Like the animal kingdom where there are certain parameters, so is it
with the heavenly Kingdom. I realized how important it is for me to grasp how
this Kingdom relates to the present reality and how to recognize this invisible
world within this natural world, — a world within a world.
John the Baptist came and said the Kingdom is at hand, and then Jesus
came and said it was here; his Fathers Kingdom had arrived with supernatural
power to set people free. An interesting fact is that there was never a blind
person healed prior to Jesus' coming. The things He did were signs that His
Fathers Kingdom was at hand. Jesus is the divine repossessor sent by the Father to
take stolen land back for his Fathers Kingdom, to shatter the strongholds of
darkness. Jesus came to carve out the kingdom of darkness like a cancer and
expand his Fathers Kingdom, which means expanding his Fathers family by
setting the captives free.
It is those first true recipients that ate and drank the message of the Kingdom that unleashed the apostolic government that was patterned after heaven. In
the time of Jesus the world was awestruck with this new teaching of the Kingdom.
The gospel of this new Kingdom didn't include the rebuilding of a physical kingdom, but the unleashing of a heavenly Kingdom here on earth.
Now that I know what I know, — I realize why I got trashed around. The
Kingdom of light is battling the kingdom of darkness, and at times that battle took
place in my own backyard. These kingdoms are in constant conflict, attacking and
counterattacking. Most of the time I never knew how thick the battle really was. I
would sense the possibility of neutral zones, but the reality is that neutral grazing
zones are rare and that bit of revelation came at a great personal cost.
At times I also thought that controlling this present natural world
would be an easier task than trying to tap into the spiritual world. I was wrong
on so many counts. My battles in most cases were against things that were
unseen in the natural.
My perspective of that rose garden has changed quit a bit. I realize that
dancing among the flowers also comes with full body armor, — which
somebody forgot to tell me.
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Apostolic Release
The release of the apostolic model as outlined by heaven is a movement
that heaven has placed on the top of their list of things to do. One of the key elements is that it has lots to do with the eagles, — young and old! Heaven's direct
will is that the former generation play their part in releasing the new generation,
for it is the new generation of eagles who will play a pivotal role in the fresh
release of the apostolic. Both are key for the unfolding apostolic. Some of the new
eagles, to the natural eye, might have that motley look to them. But it is these ones
that will push back this present darkness. According to heaven these are the ones
chosen for the front lines. If allowed, — they will lead the way!
Like the times in Jesus' days where the former rejected the obscure one from
the manger, even now they are rejected because of the many jealousies and the on going attempts of self-preservation. By the choices make, the former of today will have
that option of being an active participant, or a spectator of all that is about to unfold.
When it comes to careers we can pick and choose, but when it comes to things according to heaven, the picking and choosing is done for us. Heaven knew all of us before
we were born and has a keen idea of the direction we need to be going. It's a calling
waiting to be fulfilled, and it's up to us to tap into that. We are called to the path heaven has for us. But many in this present time are jockeying themselves into position,
carving out their own personal agendas, and trampling the insignificant and the
obscure. This has become a huge hindrance to the apostolic process. One can easily
notice those jockeys as they position themselves on the front lines with their strong
horses. With the direct will of heaven being pushed aside, heavens permissive will
kicks into gear. Heaven plans to launch.
If the former continue to walk in their jealousies and self-preservation then
those obscure ones that have gone through the desert training will be personally
released by heaven. They will display an amazing demonstration of power as Jesus
did. They will refuse the pedestal of life, not unlike the former who refuse to lay
down their titles and identities. They will usher in an amazing demonstration of the
Fathers Kingdom as Jesus did. The latter demonstration of heaven will be greater
than the former demonstration. It's going to be another manger experience, and out
of the stables will come the obscure ones who have been chosen for a time such as
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this. As Jesus came with an amazing demonstration of His Fathers Kingdom so will
the obscure. Eye has not seen and ear has not heard what is about to unfold.

Warrior Dance
Recently I have been immersed in powerful times of intercessory dance.
The uniqueness of this dance has the amazing ability to release something with a
powerful apostolic flavor to it. As I'm slowly submerged in the dance, I see power
released on multiple spiritual levels. Once shrouded within the synergy of it all,
the presence of heaven becomes absolutely astounding. As I'm engulfed I see various streams of heaven activated along with a collective fusion of apostolic ministries. This amazing and well- orchestrated dance finds a way of getting all those
around involved. Those who play an active part in the dance find themselves experiencing a greater personal release. The group in a whole is being synergized with
music, worship, dance, and the prophetic. All displaying a renaissance of absolute
freedom that's totally inflamed with chords of deliverance. Ordinary people caught
up in a heavenly thermal. A combination of personal release and fierce corporate
intercession all working as one; creating an amazing transformation as the commanded presence of heaven lands all around.
Every intercessory dance was somewhat different from the last but it always
had that same powerful and creative result of apostolic release. When entering the
dance I found the spiritual application different from the last dance, making the reasons for doing it, and the way of doing it, different every time. It has that intercessory
feel of one being transported to a different region, city, or town, making me believe that
musically heaven has different chords of deliverance for every region, city, and town.
Probably because the DNA of every region, city, and town are uniquely different, giving intercession a whole different application. I've experienced it many times now and
with every dance heaven seems to unveil more revelation on how we need to align ourselves for the coming release. It could very well be that what I've experienced is something ahead of it's time. It may even be something that we've lost and it's now time to
reclaim it. All I do know is that my many dance lessons has prepared me to play my
part, and when the Lord of the dance decides to land corporately, — look out!
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Raiders of the Lost Ark
My curiosity got the best of me when it came to the Ark of the Covenant.
I sensed heaven stirring this thing up inside me; according to heaven the Ark is an
extremely important piece of hardware. The only thing I really knew about the Ark
was what I had seen in an Indiana Jones movie. My dad gave me a huge book
dated back to the year 1885, and in it I saw a very old etching of the Ark. The original image needed restoration so I scanned it, enhanced it, and threw some color
into it. The image jumped out of the screen and hit me with the awesome presence.
The presence of God filled the room. There was no doubt about me continuing my
research; somehow the Ark and the presence of God were connected.
What I found is that the Ark not only represented the presence of God, but
also the glory of God. Those who originally handled the Ark traveled continually
from campsite to campsite while roaming the desert. The Ark at that time was part
of a transportable tabernacle that was 75 feet wide and 150 feet long. This tabernacle consisted of three sections; the outer court, the inner court, and the holy of
holies. The outer court was fenced and not covered, but the inner court and the
holy of holies were covered. The Ark of the Covenant sat in the holy of holies.
The Ark was three feet nine inches in length, and two feet three inches in
width and height; it was made of wood and it was completely covered with plated
gold, sealed with a solid gold lid representing the mercy seat. On each end
of the mercy seat was a golden cherub facing inward and bending down over the
Ark. Two gold rings were attached to the body of the Ark on each side through
which passed the poles overlaid with gold. These poles were used in carrying the
Ark from place to place, and the poles were never taken out. There were strict
guidelines when transporting the Ark. It had to be covered and only certain people
were qualified to carry the Ark.
The cherubs on it indicated the place where God revealed himself by making his presence felt among his people. The holy of holies was the residing place
for the Ark, which was also the dwelling place of the presence of God. Only the
high priest could enter and only he could see the Ark. Anyone venturing into the
holy of holies was instantly struck dead by the presence of God. The high priest
was solely in charge of the Day of Atonement, an event that took place once a year
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where the sacrificed blood was sprinkled on the mercy seat for the atonement. The
Ark was named the Ark of the Covenant because it contained the two tablets of the
covenant laws, which Moses received.
My continued research directed me to King David, the one who slew the
giant Goliath. I found that David was well known as a man after God's own heart.
When it came to this transportable tabernacle, there were alot of details with respect
to running the tabernacle and these details came from the Lord himself. These were
his requirements with respect to his presence and his glory. Details needed to be
walked out as they were laid out. Now David comes in the picture and for some reason all these details get pushed aside, those who are creatively handling of the Ark
in their own innovative way are all still alive. How is it that possible?
It was through this creative process that I first saw the presence of God
taking on a different form; that the emphasis was not necessarily on the Ark, but
more on the presence of God that came with the Ark. At that moment I began to
see the bigger application for the presence of God. What the presence really
wanted was to dwell in the hearts of mankind. David was a forerunner on the future
intentions of where the presence really wanted to dwell. It was never meant to be
in a box. It was meant to be with those that have a heart after God. David was a
glimpse of the future intentions of Gods dwelling place with regards to his
presence. After a short season with David, the Ark went from a transportable
tabernacle back into a permanent temple. When Solomon reigned over his dads
Kingdom, the Ark, along with the presence of God, was directed once again into a
permanent temple.
As I continued my research I discovered something amazing. The temple
many years later was destroyed and the presence left, only to reappear many years
later through a person known as Jesus, by way of the Father's Kingdom. Jesus
said; '' I and my Father are one.” and “ I only do what the Father is doing.”
This presence of the Father was the very presence that dwelled in the Ark of the
Covenant, in the holy of holies. Prior to Jesus no blind person was ever healed, but
when he appeared the blind were healed, giving proof to the very presence that he
walks in. I began to see that the Kingdom which the presence represented is
unlike any other. Then an epiphany, — the Ark of the Covenant was actually
emblematic of the coming Christ! It totally defined Jesus! The Ark, the presence,
and Jesus, were all somehow connected !
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I then reflected on the construction of the Ark. The materials expressed the
wisdom of Jesus. The gold represented the sovereign authority of Jesus. The Day
of Atonement portrays Jesus as the mediator for reconciliation. The sprinkling of
blood on the mercy seat signifies the sacrificial death of Jesus and his mercy to all
mankind. The whole Ark symbolizes power and administration, which is the very
office that Jesus resides in! When Jesus was crucified, the massive three-inch thick
veil that covered the entrance of the Holy of Holies, where the Ark resided ripped
in half from the top down demonstrating that God himself ripped the veil. A powerful demonstration that released his presence from the Holy of Holies. A presence
that would never dwell in that type of environment ever again. After Jesus rose
from the dead he clearly defined to his disciples that the Comforter, which is the
Holy Spirit presence of God, would be accessible! Meaning that the presence
would now become available to all. Those who wish to pursue it for all the right
reasons will now have access. The very presence is now a residing presence for
these present days! It is available for all even today!
The most amazing thing about the presence was finding out about a God who
so desires to dwell in our hearts. That he would go through all this to make his presence
not only known but accessible. His one desire is to build a big family and for some reason we have added so much more to the simple fact that all he wants is a big family. A
really big family! His presence to be embraced by our presence!

The Beauty of Wisdom
I have personally seen the wisdom of heaven work on many fronts. When
wisdom is fitly spoken it can render ugly strongholds, render lording principalities
right down to healing that one person with a broken heart. It can be a mighty sword
or a small surgical instrument able to accomplish the minutest of surgeries. This
wisdom is prophetic intelligence that carries an amazing punch backed with the
full measure of heaven. To the one who is able to grasp this wisdom; it becomes a
powerful offensive and defensive weapon. It is prophetic intelligence that has the
ability to cut to the core of any situation; it will unfold, uncover and unravel anything that is cloaked or hidden. It is able to restore, rejuvenate and revive. It's like
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of the process. It's a bit of an eye opener when I think progress is being made
and then that surprising moment; I'm picking up the same candy wrapper that I
dropped a few days ago. That’s a clear signs sign that I'm on my second lap and
with the lap count now growing and the whole journey starting to have that
merry-go-round feel to it, — It really is time to deal with a few issues. That's
when it’s time to look at the man in the mirror and wake up the little cowboy
and start getting serious about the process, — “ Wake up little cowboy! ”

I'm on Holidays! Okay!
I drove four hours to visit family when all of a sudden the unexpected happened. The moment I drove into the city boundaries a weird presence smothered
the car; it was dark and intrusive! I looked up asking the Lord about the presence,
instantly revelation came upon me like a blanket. What I received was that the
present darkness in that city had the manipulating ability to hinder the releasing of
leaders; the very leaders whom heaven planned to unleash for that city.
But I didn't drive here to get into some prophetic night watch. Oh no! " I'm
on holidays! " I shouted. And so I kept driving into the heart of that city. Turned
on my car radio, singing away, hoping to lose the prophetic airwaves.
Heaven was not about to let me go. That night I received a dream. I dreamt
I was on a passenger ship. It was a good size vessel like an ocean liner. Various
types of vehicles were on board. I was with a familiar friend and as we walked
through the ships hull a commotion started in the aft. The structural integrity of the
ships frame seemed to be failing all around. It started collapsing from the aft and
slowly worked its way to the bow of the ship. Water started to pour through the
structural damage. People fell and were swept away by the rushing water. I
noticed people were more interested in hanging onto the framework than letting
go. Eventually those hanging on perished as the water overpowered them. The ship
continued to fall apart. The collapsing pick up speed and the possibility of getting
everybody out was slim.
The person I was with directed me ahead of the destruction, and as we ran
through the hull the collapsing intensified even more. We finally made it out
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ing. Things were collapsing and they were at a crossroads trying to figure out
which direction to go. Key people were hanging on to the present structure while
others had the feeling to let go. The dream clearly identified their current situation,
along with heaven's desire to release the leaders that it has chosen for the coming
apostolic movement. Look out! Changing of the guard!

I'm Only Visiting
One of my downfalls is worrying about what people think -especially
when things start to look a little chaotic. As I struggle, I worry about the reactions
of people as they see me struggling. I also worry about those who feel the direct
impact of my struggles. I've also come to realize that the chances of struggling and
stumbling around in this lifetime are pretty good. The chances of being misunderstood are even greater, especially when heaven decides to enroll you in one of its
special programs on character refinement. The chances of looking good are pretty
slim for these programs are designed to squeeze you and expose you so that those
around you can see what you're really made of. Especially when the pressure is on.
A time when everything is hanging out there for the entire world to see!
Heaven decided to pump me through a few programs designed just for me.
Giving me that amazing opportunity to see what dwells within, to deal with those
false identities that I have cultivated through the power of self-preservation.
Heaven knew everything about me and these programs was solely designed so that
I could see the real me instead of the one I've propped up, — the one I'm
consistently worried over. It's strategic in design with the sole purpose of setting
loose those things that I need to set free from my life. The other element of this
program is to realize that looking good was never a priority according to heaven.
What is priority is that good or bad, — I belong to the Kingdom of heaven for
heaven has faithfully committed itself to me. Those very week parts of me give
heaven an open invitation to come strong. Not only me, but to those around me
because through my weaknesses heaven then plucks me out of the fire; and with
the plucking, people realize that God really is watching out for me. It was never
about looking good, it's about God and his Kingdom being recognized.
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Now when fleeting thoughts of graduation appeared, reality is not far away.
The real secret is that you never really graduate, — there’s so much to learn. I
have found that just sticking to the program and staying low helps me focus on
what really is priority. I've also learned not to worry about my identity and what
people may think about me because according to eternity I'm just visiting this
planet anyways. In the past I've always felt like a vagabond going from one identity to another trying to land on something solid to give me that needed identity. I
realize now that true identity comes from heaven. True identity does not come
from what I do and what I have, but is based on who I am according to heaven and
what I leave behind when processing any given situation. Knowing what I know
now; I don't worry as much about what people think. Nor do I worry about what
my business card says. Like I said, — I’m only visiting!

Identity Crises
During a conference I had a vision where I saw many people whom at one
time had a strong desire to walk into the things that heaven had placed upon their
lives. But a season of personal storms pounded upon their lives. Those overwhelming circumstances absolutely compressed these people, stuffing them into a life of
complacency. With the compression the counterfeit then slides into position,
replacing all that heaven had for them. In the vision I saw the counterfeit life with
its counterfeit identity shroud death to their real identity. I saw the mask of false
identity placed upon the face of true identity taking away that powerhouse life that
heaven once had intended for them. Now walking in a powerless life along with
the continued pounding of circumstances; these people found themselves thrown
into complacency like ones being tossed into a lion’s den.
The vision showed me a large group of people who were not walking in
their true identity. When I came out of the vision I realized that many of them were
here for the weekend. The conference was full of people who needed to be decompressed. Heaven wanted to disrobe the counterfeit, expose it and reveal the access
points that caused this false identity to have its way. I knew that God wanted to
breathe a freshness upon those at the conference, and to start the process of decom98

pression. During the conference the vision was shared publicly to see if it had any
value. It was amazing how many people stood up with a desire to be decompressed. As they stood there heaven showed up and the decompression started. The
counterfeit and false identities were dealt with. Spiritual death was disrobed and
the breath of life from heaven was released. For almost two days the decompression took place. There was an amazing presence of heaven and for most of those
at the conference, that level of the presence of God was unfamiliar ground. The
freedom that was being injected was astounding. People were totally released from
the weight that was upon them. I stood in the back just absolutely amazed as the
power of heaven released them into the freedom of who they really are. The power
in just being you is amazing!

The White Box
As I laid back on my couch a prophetic movie started to play through my
head. What I saw was a big white box and in it were white box leaders. They were
discussing their writings and trying to iron out their up-and-coming speeches based
on their important new findings. Outside the white box the winds were blowing
hard. I then saw a person walking against the raging wind. The wind was spraying
him with all kinds of dirt and mud. Prior to the winds picking up he looked
somewhat clean, but now in the midst of the storm he looked a little tattered. He
made his way to the white box for cover and walked in looking somewhat beat
up. The white box leaders sat him down and presented their latest speeches and
writings. Upon finishing their presentation they sent him on his way. Days later he
came back to the white box looking even more weathered and dirty because the
winds were still blowing all around. Those inside the white box decided to sit him
down again. This time they decided to take him through a counseling session and
show him more of their writings. His time was up and once again he found
himself outside the white box facing the winds. As he stood there leaning into
the winds, he reached into his coat and tucked close to his heart he pulled out an
amazing jewel. The light from that treasured jewel beamed out from his coat as
he slowly slid it out. Partway out he looked upon his hidden treasure and then
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slid it back into his coat close to his heart. I noticed there were others like him and
they huddled together from time to time and they would share of their great treasures. As they stood up against the winds, I looked over and saw the leaders of the
white box once again discussing their latest finds and organizing the next main
event. Off they went to put their latest speeches and writings together.
When the vision ended this was the interpretation that heaven gave me. The
white box represented a structure that was initially built to help people; for the real
treasure was in the people. The white box leaders were always discovering bits of
treasure, while those outside had the real treasure hidden in their hearts. They had
the pearl of great price. If the white box leaders had only tapped into the hearts of
those outside the box they to would have discovered the greatest treasure of all. But
the white box leaders were more interested in the things they valued and forced those
values upon the people. The primary value of the white box when it was initially created was to value people, to help them along their way, but somehow things got all
sidetracked. The white box is a picture of something propped up: illuminating a
clean image, when in fact it has missed the mark in so many ways. Now with its
propped up image, boldly facing the world, it's become a dysfunctional machine.
Heaven has always been known to deposit its heavenly treasures in the
hearts of people, and those who have received those heavenly deposits are usually not the obvious ones. We need to spend the time to find the hidden treasure that
heaven has deposited upon those that truly belong to heaven, which means putting
our own agendas aside at times.
Every now and then I think about that movie and I'm convinced that the
movie deserves a just reward, — like maybe an Oscar!

The Dimensions are Many
The many attributes of the one who rules and reigns heaven are immense.
There are so many dimensions to his reality. As a heavenly Father with many sons
and daughters, his various attributes are deposited in each with infinite combinations. At the forefront of each son and daughter stands that single feature which
rises above the rest, thus making everyone unique. One may stand out with uncon100

ditional love, another may walk with huge levels of compassion and mercy, while
another may walk with a powerful prophetic flavor, another in art and creativity,
another in music; and it goes on and on into infinity. Then I see the strangest thing
happen, and I have watched this throughout my entire journey. Man comes by and
tries to punch everything through a cookie cutter mold, trimming away the very
uniqueness of each creation. Instead of tapping into the uniqueness of each individual, man shuffles them through a doorway. Then I watch them join the “Who
Am I Club”. As I scratch my head I'm sure heaven is scratching their heads too,
but I know things are about to change! Every bone in my body is telling me
that a change is coming! Big changes are coming down the pipe!

The Boyz
God has made us unique and it is that uniqueness that he wants in our walk
with him. He is not looking for clones, and he does not want to alter our personalities, nor does he want to process people through some mold. Sure he's probably looking to trash a few things in our personal lives, but what he's really searching for are
those individual personalities who are willing to work it out, talk it out and walk it
out. When I think of the original twelve, I can only imagine what it was like recruiting this bunch. When I think of John, he strikes me as this peace, love, Woodstocktype. If he had lived in the 1970s he probably would have driven a flowered
Volkswagen van. A mellow laid back dude, deep thinker, probably one of those silent
types. Then Jesus got hold of him and sent him even deeper. Well this silent one
became one of the “Sons of Thunder”, so when peace, love, and Woodstock met
the greatest love of all, one can only imagine the transformation.
Now on the other side of all this I see Peter. I picture him with some pretty rough edges. He strikes me as a Popeye, William Wallace type. He was probably the anchor of the fishing fleet. His men admired him; his brother followed him.
He struck me as a kick the door down first, think about it later type of person. He
was probably a type of who would lead the brawl, bodies flying all over, only to
wake up the next morning trying to make sense of it all. Jesus saw in him the ability to stand for what he believed, — the plan now was to tweak it a bit.
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So far I've only begun trying to figure these guys out and we've got Dr. Love
and Hulk Hogan. Let's take a look at Matthew. He reminds me of a chicken hawk
and a government rat, a taxman who was despised by all. He probably knew and
heard every sales pitch under the sun. If there ever was someone who walked in a
false identity, this was probably the guy. He also knew how to save his bacon and
how to doctor up the records. In his workplace he heard nothing but stories and he
was probably a great storyteller himself, and then on one specific day the real story
walked up to his tax table and said to him, " Come and follow me ".
We now have Dr. Love, Hulk Hogan and the Government Rat. Now can you
imagine these three guys in the same room? When you actually think about it, it
would be hilarious. With Luke jumping on board, this motley crew had an opportunity to get balanced out. Luke was probably the only stable professional one out of
the whole bunch. As a professional doctor he had to figure things out. As a humble
educated historian traveler he got to hang out with the three amigos. Luke, being the
professional, struck me as the one who probably asked all the right questions. As one
who was in the healing profession he got to hang out with the greatest healer of all.
Now Luke's educated cranium gets totally rocked when Simon the zealot shows up,
Simon the Middle East extremist! This guy had one thing on his mind and that was
to overthrow the Romans. Can you picture Luke and Simon having a conversation?
His one-track mind probably got him into all kinds of arguments during the round
table discussions. He most likely saw Jesus as the one who was finally going to rid
the Romans from the neighborhood. But after all the inaugurations, these hard-nosers
ended up with a great argument for the hard- nosers of the world! Then there's
Thomas! Imagine walking down the street with this guy! All you would hear is,

" I don't think so! I doubt it! Get out of town! " Jesus probably had some serious
one-on-ones with this guy. Then there were the young guns like John Mark who
became known as a runner because when things got heated up, — he’d bail on
everybody. But in the end he was the go-between for Peter and Paul.
The bottom line is that Jesus picked out some people with amazing personality and he tweaked them a bit. He didn't clone them nor did he force them to
express things a certain way. Ignited by heaven they creatively expressed the
things of heaven in their unique ways. They all came to know a God that is very
innovative, and in their individual ways they expressed the things of God.
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Now I’m convinced the game plan hasn't changed a whole lot for today. He's still
looking for some very real and unique people.

Giving
I have found that when you allow yourself to soak in the presence of the
very one who rules and reigns heaven then you will give to the very places that
heaven would want you to give. Without it you will accede to other people's agendas and programs, which in many cases are misaligned with heaven's real intent
when it comes to giving. Heaven's giving will touch the poor, the needy, the hurting, the despised, the distraught, the abandoned, the fatherless, the abused, and the
lost. The classrooms of heaven become actual field trips, and it's on those field
trips where we receive those very important paradigm shifts, not only in the mind
but also in the heart. Jesus came with a kingdom already in place. He came to represent that kingdom. He never came to establish anything beyond that. He was the
apostolic model that represented the heart of the Father. When I personally
unpackage that model, I get a sense of where I truly need to give. For some reason
we have an amazing ability to add to what already has been clearly established, to
redefine something that has already been clearly defined, to complicate something
that was meant to be so simple. So the next time I sense someone or something
tugging on my heart to give, I'll try and find the source of that tugging because
there seems to be a lot of building of our own kingdoms out there and I seriously
don't want to be part of any of that.
I also found that the epiphany of giving is to give without expecting any
type of return. To give lovingly and freely!

No Need to Back Pedal
The mind at times can be very weak, and even for the strong it can become
a fragile place, always retreating back to that familiar dwelling place. With the
spirit being born the second time around, the battle ground between the familiar
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and the unfamiliar is set into motion. Through the written and the prophetic word,
the mind begins to explore the unknown. As the mind drinks from those
wells, the process of renewing the mind begins. Up to that point the mind has
already walked a complete life in the old stomping grounds. A life that has continually defaulted to its old way of thinking. Our fears, phobias and insecurities will
always cause it to back pedal. Only when drinking from the renewed well will it
have a chance of being rejuvenated and restored to its true form. As the mind is
being renewed it sees glimpses of where it can go in the spirit; an unfamiliar reality of a destiny at hand, which if allowed it will replace the present familiar reality. Because of its continual defaulting, a person may never walk out their true destiny. Those who walk in their fears and insecurities, thinking they've reached that
destiny are in most cases walking out an illusion, something known as second best.
There is a way of overcoming all this and that is when anxiety hits, creating overwhelming stress, that would be the perfect time to pony up and partner with the
Holy Spirit and be still! Instead of allowing the mind to revert back to that place
of worry, — be still and let the mind know that God is able to still the flood of any
circumstance. When I'm still I am allowing the greatest authority in the universe
to step in. I am giving room for heaven to dismantle the situation, along with the
strategies that in the past have caused me to revert back into that familiar box
where only a cheap rendition of freedom dwells. When I'm still I'm allowing the
unfamiliar things of heaven to come with an answer that has a resounding sense of
freedom. I'm giving room for that place that rightfully belongs to me, that place
that heaven has uniquely carved out for me, — that place called destiny!

Who is That Masked Man?
Another prophetic movie started playing through my mind and what I saw
was a man taking off his white collar in front of a congregation of people who were
all wearing simple white t-shirts. When the man wore his white collar the people
paid him much homage to the point where they were almost bowing before him.
Then the man laid down his collar and when he put on a simple white t-shirt the
crowd responded and embraced him as one of their own. Communication opened
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wide and they talked about everything under the sun.
What heaven was emphasizing was this bizarre thing called piousness,
and what I clearly saw was how it could hinder effective communication. This
form of piety carries two ugly masks. One mask hides someone from who they
really are and has the ability to kill real expression, real passion and real emotion.
The other mask hides the person behind a false identity, allowing him to keep all
things hidden and nicely tucked in the closet. Piousness is really known by its true
name -false humility. It's that ugly form of religiousness that has the ability to
hide the real you and prop up a false identity; and in some cases that identity
comes with a really nice business card and a really nice title.
For heaven to be effective here on earth it needs real people who will openly dialogue with open hearts. People with real expression, real passion and real
emotion. Heaven's plan was never to open up a sub culture, it was to rearrange the
mind, change the heart, and send people back to the culture they came from. We
were never meant to go through a process and establish a name for ourselves.
There is amazing power in just being ourselves, and with that we become
very transparent. People get to see the power in being transparent. There is amazing freedom to express ourselves and to allow heaven to deal with the real issues
at hand. With the real issues we can then take on the real tasks, and with the real
tasks we become true ambassadors for heaven. Without this reality we walk in the
dark streams of pretentiousness, and with that the obvious questions arise “If a bit
of who we are is a lie then how great is that lie? If there is that little bit of darkness then how great is that darkness? If we are not upfront about who we are then
how much of who we are is really up front? " Now when I see a pretentious person heading in my direction, a question quickly runs through my mind, — “ Who
is that masked man? "

Doing the Body Count
Today I watched a gentleman extend favor to someone he hardly knew.
Solely because he saw loyalty from friends who were committed to stand by in
the midst of some pretty bad circumstances. This individual messed up bigtime but
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his friends were willing to ride it out with him. Because of viewing that loyalty
firsthand, — favor was granted. Which is something rare cause we live in a world
where we have this ability to quickly sell each other out, hanging people out to dry
is what most of us do, but today I saw something different.
We live in a world with much tension and that tension is gelled with self
preservation. You never really know when you're about to get sold out. In most
cases strangers do not do the selling out, but by those that are close. I've seen those
who walk with true character sold out by those who lack in true character. The
reason being is that many walk in the spirit of compromise. And when
compromise stands in front of integrity, two powerful things stare back. One is
that powerful force of conviction for change, the other is that powerful force that
begins the process of selling out. One has the power to surrender and the other has
the power to scheme. One dies to self and the other seeks self-preservation. One
builds upon true character and the other solidifies that false identity. One is quiet
as a lamb and the other can get as ugly as a cornered rat. And the battle rages
on. Then the one walking with integrity will eventually get sold out. The preserving of an image normally comes with the sacrificing of others, and heaven
really wants us to deal with that form of sacrificing.
I found that there is a way to truly test if we are walking in that spirit of
compromise and that is to look behind and see if there is a body count. That body
count could very well be the ones that we've sold out and walked over to get to
where we are today!

Jumping the Gun
We need to allow heaven the time it needs to respond, because not allowing heaven its proper timeframe could be catastrophic. Grabbing the reigns and
manipulate things into an advantageous position for whatever gain can hurt us
down the road. Whatever the means, — from throwing out the carrot to dazzling
the crowds, it draws those eyes that should be looking towards heaven, and redirects them upon us. Even more dangerous is bypassing heaven, trying to make the
spiritual connection on our own.

I have learned that heaven sees all the pieces.
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Heaven has great vision and we need to stop running ahead. It's very similar to the
delivery of a newborn child, — there’s that waiting time in the waiting room!
There is a time and a season for everything, but for us here on earth this
waiting is a very unfamiliar thing, especially when we've grown up in a world of
fast food service. There is a very good chance that we will have to wait for heaven's answer, for it will come in heaven's timing. When you pray; your prayer
goes up to heaven and the angels put it in a prayer intercession bowl. When the
timing is right the bowl gets tipped and the prayer is released back to you along
with the answer to your prayer. Because the true concept of prayer is unfamiliar
to a lot of us, the answer to our prayers may not come in the package that we
would like it, or in the way that we would expect it. That's why the answer in
many cases may surprise us when it arrives.
The fact is that the one who revealed heaven to us is also the same one who
is very faithful. It was he, who at the very beginning, tapped upon our hearts and
made himself known. So it only makes sense that we should trust him to tip the
bowl with the answered prayer, and in its proper timing. If we are part of his family then we are part of his plans, which makes us part of his strategy. And strategy
has everything to do with timing. I know that we are his hands and feet and that
we need to do what we can, but when it comes to certain things it's important to
wait for him to tip the bowl, which will most likely come with an answer that will
have the greatest impact. When the answer finally lands here on earth, — you’ll
know. Why? Because it will come with some level of power !

Wisdom from Above
My many years into this journey have made me realize that the wisdom of
God is what keeps it all together. This wisdom comes from the very heart of God,
and discernment, direction, knowledge and understanding all come from this wisdom, tipping the scales in our favor and revealing the heavenly direction that heaven desires us to go. This wisdom brings the very presence of God. When spoken,
it will render schemes, strategies, and expose that which is hidden. It is always
available and will become present when one searches for her like hidden treasure,
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presenting itself in a fitting and timely way. It is amazing the doors it can open and
those it can close. It has the ability to align and organize.
We are entering a season where the wisdom of God will have its defining
moments through those very vessels that will drink daily from her fountains and
wells, for this wisdom is both fresh and deep. When manifested this wisdom will
separate and bring to light and establish the things of heaven here on earth. Though
powerful when spoken it is like apples of gold in settings of silver. Spoken out
these very words will restore, rebuild and restructure while dismantling the hidden
things in darkness. This wisdom is not like any other wisdom for there is none like
it. It is truly unique in design and stunning when it displays itself.

Prophetic Word
" I have brought you to this very place and it is not by chance. I have
orchestrated it all. So rest in me and be at peace with those around you. Take
care of every loose end by seeing everything through completely and with
integrity, and in a right spirit. You have been engrafted with much, and much
wisdom will blossom from it. Never forget the fresh manna that heaven has for
you, for without it things may go awry. So come and sit around my fire and do
not fret about your well doing, for I am more interested in your presence than
your well doing. I have much to share with you as we walk into the amazing
coming season. Ask for wisdom and wisdom will have its way and much more,
for you are mine and I watch out for those that are mine. Heaven watches
over you. Everything that was done in the past has a purpose. It was all
allowed. Your past has prepared you for the plans ahead. I have great plans
for you. Don't be rushed, but wait upon me. Place your hands to what is
before you, but at the same time wait upon me. I am aligning things for your
great adventure. I have called you friend and as you press into your journey
with me I will take care of those around you that are a part of you. I will also
deal with those around you for I am your shield and rampart. I watch over
those that are mine. You have friends in high places! Make no mistake about
it, — heaven watches over you . "
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